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Preface
Crime has a lways been a problem in any society. From the dawn
of civilization to the 21st century, people have lived in fear of it.
Yet it is an issue that has only been addressed from a few angles.
A crimina l can be apprehended after the crime is committed, but
damage has a lready bee n done; a v ictim 's fear of crime is
elevated. Another method is to fortify an area, which may
reduce criminal activity, but it creates an unpleasant environ•
ment for the user.
Sometimes the issue is not addressed at a ll , as is evident in
•
many housing projects that apply cost-effective methods rather
tha n user-friendly ones. Only in recent decades has another
approach been studie d: preventing crime through design. It is
assumed that person will commit a crime ifthere are hi gh
•
rewards and low costs. Tf the environment is perce ived to be the
opposite, the crime is not as likely to occur. This new approach
is changing the way many cities address crime, and it looks to
have many possibilities in future design.
•

Abstract
Thesis Statement

•

An environment can be altered through natural methods to
•
reduce crim inal opportunity and fear of crime while preserving
quality of life within a community.

Scope of Project ·
The purpose of the design is to create a residentia l faci lity that
utilizes crime prevention strategies to increase a criminal 's
perception of risk w hile promoting a healthy environment that
encourages interaction between residents and the surrounding
community.

Context Statement

•

•

The site is located in East Lubbock, an area of the city commonly
susceptible to high crime rates. The facility can benefit the area •
by enhancing its desirability aAd effective ly testing the crime
prevention strategies used.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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History
Preventing crime has been a design dilemma for centuries.
The first cities were created because a group of people had the
resources to become stationary. Outsiders influenced by greed
were determ ined to seize these resources for themselves. For thi s
reason, walls were constructed and became a common element
of city architecture.
Throughout the years, technology had to evolve to respond
to advances in technology that could increase criminal
opportunity, which meant greater use of target-hardening
mechani sms. Target-hardening is any aspect of design that
fortifies an area from external attack, including locks, walls,
and bars. 1 However, these devices on ly deterred criminal
opportunity temporarily. Progressive technology always
created more opportunities.
In addition, criminal activity may not always come from the
surroud ing environment. Conflict can occur internally between
users that share the enviro nment, in which case target-hardening
devices would be ineffective. 2

Target-hardening devices

Natural DBsign

•
•

Not until the twentieth century did new theories emerge
regarding crime prevention and architectural design . Rathe r
than focusing on target-hardening, these theories suggested
•
that design should natural methods to stimulate human
invo lveme nt in the crime prevention process. (fig. 2.4) Good
design w ill allow citizen s to reduce criminal opportunity
naturally; that is, w ithout disrupting their day-to-day activities.3 •
Two primary theories that incorporate natural design a re:
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Fig. 2 .4, Timothy Crowe's CPTED design concept diagram
(Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design, 38)

Criminal Behavior

•
•
•

Costs too high

A third crime prevention theory developed in the twentieth
century, situational crime prevention, focuses more on criminal
behavior than architectural design but shares a common idea:
•
"effective crime prevention reduces opportunities for crime by
reducing rewards and increasing efforts and risks for
perpetrators." 4
An important component of situational crime prevention is
rational choice theory, which is based on the assumption that
criminals will commit a crime based on the calculation of costs
versus benefits. 5 (fig. 2.5) If costs (such as getting caught or
hurt) outweigh the the rewards, a will perceive the
environment as having low opportunity.

Oppo1tunity

Rewards too low

-

Costs
Rewards

Crime prevention design aims to create a perception of low
opportunity by increasing costs and reducing rewards.
Fig. 2.5 Criminal opportuni ty is created when there is
sufficient reward with relatively low cost. (diagram
by author)

I. lnvBrs8 RBlationship
User

EnvironmBntal CuBs
Crime prevention design is based on the perception of
environmental cues. Environme ntal cues tell a person if he or
she is safe. The goal of crime prevention des ign is to create
environmental cues that a normal user of the space sees as
positive and a n abnormal user sees as negative. 6 Design can
accomplish this fairly effectively because criminal perception
and user perception are inversely related. (fig. 2.6. 1)

more cues

Abnormal
User

less cues

~
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2. Par allBI RBlationship (causBd by distancB)
•
User

Cues that make a user fee l safe will make an abnormal user
feel more at ri sk and vice versa. The only cue that has the
•
same effect on both users is distance.7 (fig. 2.6.2) Greater
distance elicits fee lings of safety for both normal and abnormal
user.

greater distance

Abnormal
User

closer di stance

~

-II
•

Safety

•

Danger

For crime prevention design to be successful, environmental •
cues must respond the the intended target user group.

•

Fig. 2.6 Env ironmental cues effect users and abnormal users
adversely exept fo r di stance, which has the same effect on
both users. (fig. by author)

Architectural Issue #I: Spacial Definition
Crime is more common in areas with no definition. If a space
shows no signs of ownership, it will be assumed that it is not
careed for and will not be defended, increasing criminal
opportunity. ·

•
Public Space
•
Environmental
Cues

Design Response
Open space needs to be territorialy defined through the use of
environmental cues. (fig. 2. 7) In order for citizens to assert
control over an area, they must believe they own or share partial
ownership over that area. Defining territory for a specific user
group is essential to defending a space because it promotes
community invo lvement; it will empower citizens to care for
and protect there space. Outsiders will perceive zones of strong ·
territorial influence as having greater security, thus decreasing •
the opportunity for crime.

Public Space
Fig. 2.7 Environmental cues delineate territory. (fig. by
author)

ArchitBctural lssuB #2: PBrmBability

•

Permeability is a problem commonly found in public housing
areas. Most public housing projects area penetrable from all
sides of the site. Unrestricted access to an area gives the
impression that everyone is welcome, including criminals.

Boundary
Definition

DBsign RBsponsB
Territoriality conveys the idea that a space is shared by a spec- •
ific person or group of people. Access control and boundary
definition reinforce this concept by regulating permeability.
Access control means limiting access to normal users of a space
•
only. This can be accomplished through boundary definition.
(fig.2.8) Defining boundaries can delineate between territories,
specifically primary (e.g. bedroom, house), secondary
(e.g. classroom, clubhouse), and public territory (e.g. parks,
buses). 8 Boundaries can be either real (e.g. fences and bushes) or.
symbolic (e.g. paving, curbs, changes in elevation).

Boundary
Definition
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Fig. 2.8 Access to different territories is controlled through
boundary definition. (fig. by author)

ArchitBctural lssuB #3: VulnBrability/lsolation
People usually experie nce fear when walking alone. Th is is
because assistance does not a ppear nearby incase of a conflict.
It is a lso ass umed that crimina ls will more like ly commit an act
like burglary or assault, whe n nobody is watching.

i

_..... +.........~

Many building designs do not consider vulnerability of its users •
because of one factor; inadequate survei lla nce. Natura l crime
prevention des ign should encourage surve illance of the surrounding area to decrease a criminals perception of opportunity
(fig. 2.9). Surveillance shou ld occur naturally, meaning
•
occupants scan a space automatically because it is a part of
their norma l routine. Surve illance w ill reduce fear in its users
and will therefore increase the ir qua lity of life.

•

i

~

i

Fig. 2.9 Surveillance of surrounding area. (fig. by author)

Architectural Issue #4: Image
Image plays a large part in perception of opportunity. A structure
that appears neglected or bland also appears unprotected. Jn
addition, institutiona l characteristics are not pleasing to the eye
and diminish the quality of life in the area. (fig. 2.10)
Fig. 2. 10 Typical Public Housing. (Defensible Space, 20)

Design Re sponse
Design the appearance of a building to refl ect the occupants'
persona lities and values. Expressing individua lity through
design can increase pride and territorial control by making a
shelter feel more like a home.
Another result of persona lized design is ma intenance. Owners
that are proud of their space will more like ly sustain its appearance, avoiding the look of negligence. 9 (fig. 2. 11)

•
•
•

Fig. 2. 11 Property that lacks maintenance. (Defensible
Space, 66)

Case Study #I: Neighborhood of Hulme
Location:
Manchester. England
Designer:
Manchester City Planning Department
Date:
1888

•

Description I Issues
The neighborhood of Hulme is located in south central
Manchester. The area has been redeveloped once before, but
fai led because design efforts did not focus on the quality of life
of the residents. The neighborhood became neglected once again.
Although Hulme is located near the city's center, years of negg lect caused it to become iso lated from adjacent areas (fig. 2. 12).
People chose not cross the neighborhood when moving through
the city.

Least

- - - - - deprived
3

From above, Hulme appeared green and pleasant, but these
spaces were not well defined and quickly became degraded and
prone to crime. 10

TEX.As TECH LIBRARY
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Fig. 2.12 Map of inner city Manchester in 199 I.

(Planning/or Crime Prevention, 242)

Case Study #I: Hulme. Manchester. England
Design Solution
Territorial Definition I Boundary Definition
- integration- stronger integration between buildings and streets
- definition- defining areas for specific activ ities (fi g. 2.1 3)

Image
- identity

- use various building material s and colors to give
owners more pride and incentive to maintain area
- landmarks- create focal points to identify places of significance, instilling pride in owners, and to help
outsiders navigate area more efficiently (fig. 2.14)

•
•
•
Fig. 2.13 Space defined for specific activities. (Planning/or

Crime Prevention, 250)

Nat~ral Surveillance

- density- increase activities to increase usage of s pace
- design buildings to increase lines of site

Access Control
- routes and transport- bring people to specific areas to increase
usage of certain fac ilities

Fig. 2.14 Landmark design I Navigational Node.
Planning/or Crime Prevention, 252)
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Significance

Fig. 2. 15 Planning f or Crime Prevention, 255

The neighborhood uti lized a variety of tactics that responded to •
their specific environment (an idea derived from situation crime
prevention theory) . A year after redevelopment, the overall
reported crime rate decreased. (fig. 2.15)

•
•

This case strongly supports the theory that environmental design
can assist in decreasing crime. However, it cannot be absolutely
proven due to the fact that the effectiveness of crime prevention •
strategies are so difficult to measure. Tn addition, only reported
crime was calculated. There are many unreported cases that
could alter the results of this study.

Fig. 2.16 Design that increases line of site on corner.
(Planning for Crime Prevention, 253)

Case Study #2: Washinton D.C. Metro Station
Architect:
Harry M. Weese fi Associates
Engineer:
Deleuw. Cather fi Co.
Date:
1976 - Present
Description I Issues
The Metro was designed for the citizens of Washington D.C. in
the 1960s. The system consists of I 03 miles of subway track
and 83 stations. 11 (fig. 2.17)

Fig. 2.17 Map of Metro· layout. (www. vre.01g)

During this era, Washington D.C. had the tenth highest crime
rate in the nation. 12 In addition, subways around the country
are primary targets for many criminals, especially pickpockets.
Designers wanted to create a system that ensured the safety and
security of its passengers by:
- Increasing perceived effort
- Increasing perceived risk
- Decreasing perceived reward 13

Fig. 2. 18 Typical Washington D.C. metro platform.

(www.answers. com)

•
•

Case Study #2: Washington D.C. Metro
Design Solution
Image
- materials

- using graffiti -res istant materials allows for easy
maintenance a nd image upkeep, decreasing
benefits for vandals
- ceiling design- arched cei lings spread light more evenly to
create a more pleasant environment (fig. 2. 19)

Fig. 2.19 Arched ceilings diffuse light evenly.
(www.arikah.com)

Natural Surveillance
- column design- station platforms have minimum number of
columns that can provide cover for criminals
(fig. 2.20)
- ce iling design - high, vaulted ceilings give appearance of more
open space, increasing comfort of passengers,
causing them to make more eye contact.
- corridors are curved rather than angular to
- lighting
reduce shadows
- lights are recessed to create fewer shadows

•

Fig. 2.20 Arches reduce the need for columns.
(www.arikah.com)
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Case Study #2: Washington D.C. Metro

•
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•
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rain

Design Solution (cont.)
Access Control
- there are a lim ited number of stairwells that access the stations,
requiring more effort from the criminal to reach target area
- escalators are installed at both ends of the station to di stribute
passengers evenly across the platform (fig. 2.22) instead of
allowing them to cong regate in the middle (fig. 2.2 1), reducing
congestion opportunities for pickpockets.

Fig. 2.2 1. Centrally-located escalators can cause congestion.
(fig. by author)

• • • ••• • • •
•
• • •• ••
•
•

latform

rain

Fig. 2.22 Positioning escalators at either end of the station
distributes traffic more evenly. (fig . by author)
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According to statistics from the Transit Authority Police in
Washington D.C., the Wash ington D.C. Metro experiences far
less incidences of crime than metros of three other major cities
that do not apply the same crime prevention design strategies.
(fig. 2.23)
As in the previous study, this case provides strong support for
the theory that environmental design can prevent crime .
However, it must agai n be reiterated that it is very difficult to
obtain solid prove that design directly effects the low crime rate
due to the difficulty of measuring the operational definitions of
crime prevention design strategies.

300
200
100
0

•
•
•

Metro

MARTA MBTA

CTA

*Part I crimes include murder, rape, robbery,
aggravated assault, burglary, motor vehicle theft,
larceny, and arson.
Sources: Washington Area Metropolitan Transit
Authority Transit Police, Metropolitan Atlanta
Rapid Transit Authority Transit Police,
Metropolitan Boston Transit Authority Transit
Police, and Chicago Police Department.

Fig. 2.23 Crime rate chart. (National Institute ofJustice,
Nov. 1997, 6)

Case Study #3: Borough of Wandsworth
Location:
London. England
Date:
Nov. 1885 - Aug. 1888
Description I Issues
In the 1980s, the London Borough of Wadsworth decided to
implement a program in order to reduce the incidence of night
crime.

Design Solution

•
•
•
•

2.24 Map of London's in ner city area. (www.londontown.
com)

The city's program focused on street lighting. The design called
for replacing a ll broken street lamps and adding 3, 500 more to
increase I ighting intensity by four times. 14 (fig. 2. J 3) Research
was conducted to test the effectiveness of this solution by
measuring reported crime one year before implementation and
one year after project completition.
2.25 Typ ical lighted street in Wandsworth. (www.lfl.gov.uk)

CasB Study #3: Borough of Wandsworth
Comment

SignificancB
According to the research of Stephen Atkins, Sohail Husain, and .
Angele Storey, the increase in lighting did not cause a reduction
in crime. Any noted decrease in repo rted crime was not significant enough to stand apart from the overal I crime pattern of the •
area.
However, the increase in lighting d id have an effect on one
important factor, perce ption of safety. (fig. 2.26) After lighting •
was installed, "4 1 percent of respondents in the treated area said
they fe lt ' more safe,' and LS percent sa id ' much more safe'." 15
Reasons for these feelings of safety included " improved
visibility, fewer dark spots, easier identification, and fee ling les s .
vulnerable." 16
While crime preve ntion design may not effect actual crime
levels, it can significantly alter residents perception of safety.
Decreasing fear of crime can be just as beneficial to the redevelopment of an area as decreasing crime itself.

•

Improvement
Very satisfactory
Better visibility
Very good
Improved security
Do not like them
Lights nice
Installed efficiently
Re-light other areas
Driving easier
Unnecessary
Inconvenient
Other
Total

Number

Percentage of responses

37
25
19
19
16
ll
10
6

22
15
ll
ll

10
7
6
4
3

4
4

2

8

2
2
5

167

100

Note.
More than one response per person was permitted.

Fig. 2.26 Comm ents on relighting (The Influence ofStreet
Lighting on Crime and Fear of Crime, 19)
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EpistBmology of Facility
America's rapidly expanding population has increased the need
for high-density housing. T he apartment is the accepted sty le of
living for many who wish to live inside the city but who cannot
afford, or choose not to, own a city lot.

•

Misson Statement

Issues / Goals

The fac il ity design should provide shelter, comfort, security, and
communal harmony to promote a hea lthy quality of life for its
residents.

Safety
Goal #1: Enhance security by naturally creating
criminally-perceived risks within the environment.

Unity

•
•
•

Goal #2: Encourage unity by prov iding environments that stimulate social interaction and
reduce residential conflict.

Identity
Goal #3: Create elements that indiv idualize residents fro m each other to establi sh sense of pride .

Recreation

Facility Layout

Management
Office
Lobby

Fig. 3.2

Conference
Room

Public space
Semi-public space
•

Semi-private space

•

Private space

Recreation

•

Systems Analysis
Spatial Organization

Spatial organization is a key component to the success of the
•
design design because it determines the layout and location of
all activities and spaces within the apartment complex. Based on
the goals and issues of this particular design, there are two types •
of spatial organizations that are appropriate for the complex:

Fig. 3.3 Clustered organi zation (fig. by author)

+Clustered Organization: spaces grouped by proximity or the
+Radial Organization:

sharing of a common visual trait or
relationship. 1 (fig. 3.3)
a central space from which linear
organizations of space extend in a
radial manner.2 (fig. 3 .4)

Both types of organization are suitable to increase natural
surveillance, limit access to abnormal users, and define distinct
boundaries within the C()mplex and at it borders while decreasing the negative image of dense housing.

0
Fig. 3.4 Radial organization (fig. by author)

Systems Analysis

"(iU
Undefined space

Spatial Definition
Public spaces are often very plain and undefined. This can cause
unwanted activities to take place there. (fig. 3.5) Spaces should
be designed to effectively communicate its purpose, whether it is
for providing relaxation, connecting buildings through circulation, defining children's play areas, etc.

Fig. 3.5 Space that is undefined wi ll attract undesirable
users. (fig. by author)

·A well-defined space will encourage des ired users to utilize it
more frequently while deterring undesired users. (fig. 3.6)

Fig. 3.6 Defined space can increase intended user activity
and discourage outsiders. (fig. by author)

SystBms Analysis
Lighting
Lighting is an important component of environmental crime
prevention design. Although case studies have not proven that
lighting directly affects crime rate, it has been proven to
decrease fear of crime which enha nces quality of life .
Lighting can accomplish this by increasing visibility, decreasing
the amount of shadows, decreasing the perception of vulnerability, and allowing for easier identification of strangers.
Appropriate lighting levels and styles are determined by the
spaces and activities for which they are intended. Natural
lighting is the preferred source and should be used whenever
possible.

•
•
•

www. mr-resisto1: co. uk

Fig. 3.8

Fig. 3.9
www.howard-ind.com

SystBms Analysis

•

MatBrials
Materia ls are a significant factor in overall perception of the
environment for both residents and outsiders. For residents,
material choice determines the character of their surroundi ngs.
A quality environment will generate positive emotions. An
environment that is enjoyed w ill be more readily protected and
maintained if it is intruded upon. (fig. 3. 10)
Material choice can also affect how much maintenance may be
necessary. Materials that are easi ly broken or scarred can become common targets for vandalism. In thi s case, the aesthetic
benefits of these materials may not be worth the cost of such
high maintenance. However, materials that are more resistant to
vandali sm, like tile which can be easily cleaned, may discourage
criminal s but may also produce an undesirable institutiona l
appearance.3 (fig. 3. 11)

••

Fig. 3.10 Using quality materials can enhance the image of
an environment, resulti ng in territorial pride. (fig. by author)

•
•

Effective material use must strike a balance between maintenance
and appearance to both deter criminals and welcome residents.

Fig. 3. I I Vandal-resistant materials can often appear
institutional and may be undesirable for residents. (fig. by
author)

Activity/Spatial Analysis
Recreation/Outdoor Gathering Space
Outdoor areas usually include a wide array of activities.
Therefore, it is important that these activ ities should be wel l
defined to eliminate ambiguous space and prevent conflicts. Jn
addition, open space can cause people to feel vulnerable.
Design shou ld focus on ways to increase visibility of the area
and decrease permeability.
Spaces

Pool
Children's play areas
Walking Paths
Pavilion

•
•

Activity/Spatial Analysis
Recreational/Outdoor Gathering Space
Activity Performance Requirements
PR # I: Different paving materials should be used to delineate
specific activity territory. (fig. 3. I 2)
PR #2: Passive activities should be clearly separated from active
activities by utilizing various landscape and hardscape
materials.

•
•
•
•
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activity 4

Fig. 3. 12 Usi ng pavi ng materials to define activity space.
(fig. by author)

PR #3: Provide a minimum of 2 foot candles of light to
sufficiently illuminate outdoor activities.4
PR #4: Separate outdoor spaces from streets using traffic control
devices that serve multiple function s (e.g. seating,
lighting, circulation). (fig. 3.13)

with
lights

Street

Fig. 3. 13 Traffic control devices separating traffic and
pedestrians. (fig. by author)

Activity/ Spatial Analysis
Recreational/Outdoor Gathering Space

•
•

Activity Performance Requirements (cont.)
PR #5: Centralize youth outdoor activity spaces to ensure that
at least 25% of residents are able to observe trespassers.
(fig. 3. 14)

Fig. 3.14 Surveillance from 25% of building residents can
ensure a constant level of criminal risk. (fig . by author)

PR #6: Activities should be visually screened from street (unles.s
otherwise desired). (fig. 3. 15)
PR #7: Provide shading devices to protect from direct sunl ight
to encourage passive activity.

%

activity

0

%
%..____.,__ Street

%
%
~

%

0

Fig. 3 .15 Screening devices are used to block view from
street. (fig. by author)

00

Activity/ Spatial Analysis
RBcrBational/ Dutdoor Gathering Space
Children's Play Area (preschool)

•
•

-~

• • •
•

~··

•

~

D

Fig. 3.16 Seating provided for one parent per child. (fig. by
author)

Children under the age of five require continua l v isual supervision because they are the most vulnerable against any type of •
assualt. These play areas must provide accomodations for
supervising adults and ensure maximum vi sibi lity.

Spatial Performance Req uirements
PR # I: Provide e nough seating to seat one parent per child at
play, placing it on a ll sides of play area. (fi g. 3. 16)

I
Fig. 3.17 Preschool activity is placed closest to the building.
(fig . by author)

PR #2: Place preschool activ ity c losest to the comp lex to maximize safety. (fi g. 3. 17)
PR #3: Low wa lls and landscaping between adults and children
should be no higher tha n 1m (3 ') to ma inta in full sight of
children. Transparent materia ls can be highe r.5 (fig. 3. 18)

F ig. 3.18 Low landscaping allows for better surveillance.
(fig. by author)

Activity/Spatial Analysis
RBcrBational/Dutdoor Gathering Space

~

Children's Play Area (pre-teenager)
Old~r children are more independent, so less supervision is
required. These children are much more active and create more
noise than preschoolers 6, possi bly disturbing nearby passive
activity areas.

Spatial Performance Requirements
PR # I: Place pre-teen area farther away from dwelling units
than preschool activities to allow greater independence.
PR #2: Use buffers to decrease no ise level between chi ldren's
play area and nearby passive activities. (fig. 3.19)

~
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Fig. 3 .19 Barriers can be used to buffer no ise from
surrounding areas. (fig. by author)

Activity/ Spatial Analysis
Recreational/Outdoor Gathering Space

•
•

Teenage Activity Area

~
teen
activity
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act1v1ty

3.20 Activities are separated with barriers to minimize
conflict. (fig. by author)

Teenagers are the most independent and w ill prefer activities
farthest away from dwelling units.7 Design should reinforce
teenagers' sense of freedom.

Spatial Performance Requirement~
PR#I: Real and symbolic barriers should separate pre-teen
•
and teenager activities through visual and auditory means
to minimize age conflict. (fig. 3.20)
PR #2 : Place teen activities nearest to the street to encourage
interaction with children from neighboring blocks.
(fig. 3.21)
PR #3: Provide parking for teens that drive.

Fig. 3.21 Teen activity is placed closer to the street to increase
neighborhood interaction. (fig. by author)

Activity/Spatial Analysis
RE!crE?ational/Dutdoor Gathering Space
Walking Paths

•

Paths are pleasant areas during the day, but can stimulate fear at
night if walkers feel exposed and isolated. Typical paths along •
streets are monotonous, usually oriented in one direction,
resulting in the same continuous line of site.

Spatial Performance Requirements
PR # I : Paths should change in direction frequently to encourage
natura l scanning between 90 and 180 degrees. (fig. 3.22)
PR #2: Security lighting should be a minimum of 0.5 foot
candles to provide to minimize shadows and more
accurately identify potential criminals. 8
PR #3: There should be a minimum gap of 2m (6'6") between
path and vegetation. 9 (fig. 3 .23)

•
•
•

Fig. 3.22 Cha nging path direction can increase degree of
sight. (fig. by author)

2m
(6'-6 ")

Fig. 3.23 Landscaping is kept at minimum distance of2m
(6'6") from paths. (fig. by author)

Activity/Spatial Analysis
Indoor Gathering Space
It is important for reside nts to fee l a sense of belong ing within
the complex community. Provid ing gathering spaces, whether
they be for complex meetings, poker games, or just relaxation,
is an effective way to bring people closer together. If people
frequently interact w ith each other, they w ill recognize familiar
faces and, more importantly, unfamiliar ones.
Spaces
Community Room
Socia l Areas (game/lounge area)

•
•
•

Activity/ Spatial Analysis
Indoor Gather ing Space
Activity Performance Requirments
PR # I: Use furniture and fl oor shapes that encourage participation and equality among residents to reduce poss ible
conflict. (fig. 3.24)

•
•
•
•

Fig. 3.24 Shapes that promote equa lity. (fig. by author)

Activity/ Spatial Analysis
Indoor Gathering Space
Community Room

It is beneficial for a n apartment complex to contain a community
room so that residents can social ize in a common place w ithout
sacrificing the privacy of their own home. Providing a meeting
place can encourage res idents to participate in their community,
whether it be for res idential meetings or celebrations.

Fig. 3.25 Enclosed spaces can create social discomfort. (fig.
by author)

Spatial Performance Requirements
PR #I: Provide natural light o penings to enhance pe rception of
open space, decreasing the level of social d iscomfort.
(fig. 3.26)

Fig. 3.26 Open spaces that allow more natural light to enter
can ease social discomfort. (fig. by author)

1
Activity/Spatial Analysi s

APARTMENT

ev it. 01 NGIndoor Gathering Space
Social Areas (game/lounge space)
Corners and inefficient circulation can result in under-utilized
spaces that may attract undesirable users 10, such as a group of
troublesome teenagers. Social areas can take advantage of these
spaces by providing places for interaction among residents,
bringing the community closer together.

~

INSE~T

Spatial Performance Requirements
Ol.O El.80\./

PR # I: Position social nodes in corners or pocket areas to utilize
space that may attract abnormal users. (fig. 3.27)
PR #2: Social space should accommodate no more than I 0
people so that everyone in the group can be more easily
identified.
PR #3: Postion activities to maximize degree of site.

CORNER

Fig. 3.27 Placing social nodes in comers and underntilized
spaces can deter undesirable activity. (Crime Prevention
Throug/J Environmental Design, p 154)

Activity/Spatial Analysis
Service Spaces
Service areas are popular targets for vandalism and assault
because they are public spaces in which res idents have very
little territorial control. Surveillance should be maximized to
discourage criminal activity in these areas. Service areas can
generate diverse social interaction , depending on the type.of
activity taking place. Therefore, design must uniquely respond
to each area to reinforce positive relations between residents.

Spaces
Management Office
Mail Room
Laundry Room
Trash Disposa l

•
•

Activity/ Spatial Analysis
Service Spaces
Activity Performance Requirments

PR # I: Use materials that discourage acts of vandalisim by
decreasing rewards (easily cleanable) and increasing
efforts (difficult to break).
PR #2: Establi sh boundaries that clearly defi ne an area 's
specifi c user group.

•
•
•
•
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PR #3: Place service spaces near low activity areas to increase
density and surveillance (if security measures allow).
(fig. 3.28)
Fig. 3.28 Adding service spaces to low activity areas can
stimulate uti lization of that space. (fig. by author)

Activity/Spatial Analysis

•

Parking
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Service Spaces
Management Office
The management office performs multiple functions, such as
managing finances, welcoming visitors, providing rental equipment for gaming and recreation, and receiving mail shipments.
It is important to create a secure environment for these activities.
This space has potential to heighten perception of safety and
security for adjacent rooms as well.

Entry/
Lobby

:-··~

I

Mai l
Room

!

Fig. 3.29 Using transparent materials can both increase
security and welcome visitors. (fig. by author)

Spatial Performance Requirements
Public Space

PR # 1: Use transparent materials to welcome residents and
visitors while increasing degree of sight for office
employees to overlook critical areas such as parking lots
and mailroom. 11 (fig. 3.29)
•
PR #2: Define office entry through barriers that signify intended
users and reduce easy access. (fig. 3.30)

Fig. 3.30 Barriers can differentiate between public space
and spaces intended for certain users. (fig. by author)

Activity/Spatial Analysis
Service Spaces
Mail Room
Fig. 3.3 1 Typical apartm ent mailroom. (fig. by author)

Activity within a mail room is usually conducted in an isolated
manner. Mail contains private aspects of one's life. Therefore,
confrontation with other residents is typically avoided .

Spatial Performance Requirements
PR # I: Mail boxes should be divided into groups of 5 to I 0 to
increase perception of privacy and decrease unwanted
confrontations. (fig. 3.32)
PR #2: Mail room should be in direct line of sight of management office to increase surveillance of mail activities. 12
Fig. 3.32 Dividing mailboxes into smaller sections can
increase privacy by reducing congestion. (fig. by author)

Activity/Spatial Analysis
Service Spaces
Laundry Room
For many apartment complexes, the laundry room is not only
a place to wash clothes, but it also serves as a "gathering placea place to work- a place to communicate- a place to get to know
your neighbor." 13 Design should encourage all of these activities
to utilize the full potential of the space.

•
•

Circulation space

Spatial Performance Requirements
PR# I: Washers should be oriented to eliminate pocket areas
and to increase interaction among residents.
PR #2: Create clear lines of site between high traffic areas and
laundry room through orientation and material use.
PR #3: Allow sufficient space for waiting and social interaction.

•

Fig. 5.33 A strong connection can be created between the
laundry room and circulation through clear lines of site.
Washer layout can stimulate conversation. Lounge spaces
can eliminate hidden pockets and provide waiti ng areas.
(fig. by author)

Activity/ Spatial Analysis
Service Spaces
Fig. 3.34 Hiding containers from publ ic view can reduce
a crimnal's chance of finding the potential target. (fig. by
author)

Trash Disposal Area
Because thi s serv ice is essentia l to all residents, the trash
disposal area must we lcome reside nts and encourage use rather
than become an iso lated eye sore. This a rea area should be
beautified rather than fortified to reduce crimina l activity.
Fortified measures can reduce pleasant a ppearance as we ll as
encourage efforts to vanda lize hardened property.

Spatial Performance Requirements
PR #I : Block trash containers from view by using surrounding
structures and/or landscaping. (fig. 3.34)
PR #2: Use easily-washa ble materials to deter graffiti efforts .
PR #3 : Increase activ ity levels near disposal a rea to discourage
outsiders from using or vanda lizing area. (fig. 3.35)

•
•
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Fig . 3.35 Placing activity near a trash d isposal area can
discourage potential crimi na ls and abnormal users. (fig. by
author)

Activity/Spatial Analysis
Living Space
Dwelling units are obviously the most important areas for
residents. Tt is in these primary spaces that people have the most
privacy, having the least amount contact with other residents. Tt
is for this reason that crime prevention design tactics are not as
heavily applied here. The only spaces that apply crime prevention design are the ones that connect a person 's primary
space with the outside world, i.e. entries and outdoor spaces.
While most entry's involve target hardening strategies (locks
and bolts), outdoor spaces can use more natural methods to
establish territory and define boundaries.
Spaces
Outdoor space

Activity/Spatial Analysis
Living SpacB
Activity Performance Requirements

PR # I: Use barriers to deter public from using private space.
(fig. 3.36)

PR #2: Place rooms that provide the most natural survei llance
potential (through routine observation) near public/
private borders to enhance security. (fig. 3.36)

•
•
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Fig. 3.36 Spaces that stimulate observation duri ng routine
activites can increase the safety of a dwelling space. (fig. by
author)

Activity/Spatial Analysis
Living SpacB

•
•

Fig. 3.37 Applying various materials to facades can characterize structures that are relatively similar. (fig. by author)

Outdoor Space
Outdoor space is a prized possession for apartment residents
because it provides an escape from the indoor environment. It is
also the space that separates the private realm of the home from
the outdoor space shared by all residents. Des ig n can determine
the strength of thi s separation , as well as the residents' identity.
barrier

Spatial Performance Requirements
PR # I: Use various materials and colors to individualize units,
establishing identity and uniqueness. (fig. 3.37)
PR # I: Define boundaries while maintaining unobstructed lines
of sight to adjacent spaces through the use of transparent .
or low height borders. (fig. 3.38)
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Fig. 3.38 Transarent barri ers can define territory without
obstructing surve illance. (fig. by author)

Activity/Spatial Analysis
Circulation
Social contact occurs most frequently in circulation spaces.
Typical circulation design in apartments can cause feelings of
discomfort due to inadequate lighting, narrow spaces, and
limited lines of site. As a result, people exhibit avoidance
behavior, which decreases natura l surve illance. The goal of
circulation is to encourage interaction and confrontation between residents to discourage outsiders through fear of
recognition.

Spaces
Lobby/Entry
Hallways

Activity/Spatial Analysis

•

Isolated
Area

Circulation
Activity Performance Requirments

Fig. 3.39 Heavy pedestrian traffic increases activity levels
near isolated areas which can reduce criminal opportunity.
(fig. by author)

PR # I: Illumination at all e ntries should be approximately I 0
foot candles and shou ld be shielded to avoid light
pollution. 14
PR #2: Place heavy circulation paths near areas that are typically
isolated. (fig. 3.39)
•
PR #3: Ceiling heights in heavy traffic areas should be higher
than eight feet to encourage eye contact and ease
discomfort. (fig. 3.40)

•

•

Fig. 3.40 Larger spaces can encourage eye contact, thereby
increasing survei llance. (fig. by author)

Activity/Spatial Analysis
Circulation

•
Fig. 3 .41 The lobby/entry can act as a focal point and guide
for visitors. (fig. by author)

Lobby/Entry
Because the lobby/entry is the initial point of access into the
apartment complex, it will estab lish the visitors' or future
residents' first and most memorable impression. 15 That is why
perception of safety, security, and friendliness is particularly
essential in this space.
Spatial Performance Requirements
PR # I: Exterior height, color, and materials can be used to
distinguish lobby/entry from adjacent spaces, establishing the space as a focal point to guide visitors. (fig. 3.41)
PR #2: Lounge area shou ld have a lower ceiling height than the
entry to estab lish a relaxing atmosphere. 16
PR #3: Quality materials should be used to enhance appearance.

Using quality materials like granite and mahogany wood
can increase enjoyment for residents and encourage
maintenance. (fig. by author)

Activity/Spatial Analysis
Circulation
Hallways
Hallways, although directly connected to primary space (dwelling units) are usually considered unowned, especially in long
corridors.17 When too many people sha re a space, no person
exerts territoria l control, allowing vandalism or burglary to
occur without consequences.

Spatial Performance Requirements
PR # I: Hallways should accommodate no mo re than six apt.
units to create more easily controlled spaces. (fig. 3.44)
PR #2: Position lighting to increase perception of larger space,
promoting greater eye contact.
PR #2: Use materials that can be easily cleaned to maintain
positive appearance.

•
•
•
•

Fig. 3.44 When fewer units are attached to a hallway, the
space becomes more private, allowing res idents to exert
more terri torial control. (fig. by author)

Activity/Spatial Analysis
Vehicular Traffic/Parking
Apartment complex parking typically focuses on efficiency
rather than personalization and intimacy. Large, open spaces
make it difficult to assert territorial control and recognize
threats, such as unfamiliar people or vehicles.
Spaces
Parking Lots
Vehicular Pathways

Activity/Spatial Analysis
Vehicular Traffic/Parking
Fig. 3.45 Paving materials can define various uses of the
street to avoid conflicts between pedestrians and drivers.
(fig. by author)

Activity/Spatial Performance Requirements

PR# I : Use different paving materials to define certain uses for

r.

different driving areas. (fig. 3.45)

PR #2: Create small lots of 5 to I 0 spaces each to encourage
territoriality, resulting in stronger identification of
unknown pedestrians and vehicles. (fig. 3.46)

PR #3: Position lots so that each space is within view of at least
one surveillance element. (fig. 3.46)

PR #4: Distribute 0.5 foot candles of light over vehicles. 18
PR #5: Provide barriers to separate vehicular and pedestrian
traffic. (refer to fig. 3 .13)
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Fig. 3.46 Residents can more easily observe and identify
unsusual vehicles if parking is divided into small lots. Lots
can be placed so that each lot is viewed by at least one
building. (fig. by author)

Case Study #I: Clason Point Gardens
Location:
Bronx. Ney York City
Designer:
Oscar Newman
Date:
1872
Description I Issues

•

Clason Po int Gardens is a two-story public housing development
that consists of 400 duplex apartments arranged in 46 row-ho use .
buildings.

F ig. 3.47 Problem area (Defensible Space, 17 1)

According to many of the residents, the most dangerous area
was a group of buildings in the center of the complex. (fig. 3.47).
The area showed signs of low maintenance and lacked spatial
defini tion.
There was vague definitio n of sidewalks and .no definiti on of
•
activity spaces between buildings. The buildings themselves had
no unique character, all being constructed from gray concrete
block. Space was too public, resulting in little assertion of
territorial control. (fi g. 3.48) Oscar Newman used this complex
to test_the effectiveness of his " Defensible Space" strategies.

Fig. 3.48 The central square was identified as the most
dangerous area (Defensible Space, 172)

Case Study #I: Clason Paint Gardens
Design Solution

•
•

I. Public access was restricted to one path throught the center of .
the area to maximize natural surveillance.
2. Secondary sidewalks were defined with curbs and low fences •
to establish territory without obstructing lines of site.

Fig. 3.49 Before modifications were made (Defensible
Space, 165)

3. Lights were added to public walkways to increase surveillance and enhance path image.
4. Benches were added to sidewalks to increase intensity of
activity.
5. Apartment facades were painted various colors to individualize properties, establishing sense of pride and ownership
within residents.
6. Activity areas were created for different age levels to reduce
conflict.

•
Fig. 3.50 After modifications (Defensible Space, 175)

CasB Study #I: Clason Point Gardens
Significance
The effectiveness of Newman 's design was studied by Pau l
Cherulnik and published in his book, Applications ofEnvironment Behavior Research.

•
•
•
F ig. 3.5 1 Befo re modifcatio ns (Defensible Space, 164)

According to Cherulnik "the percentage of residents who felt
•
they had the right to question strangers on project grounds almost
doubled, rising from 27% to 50%." 19 In addition, " the rates of
serious crimes dee I ined an average of 6 1.5%." 20
•
It appears very likely that greater community identity can result
in a lo'wer perception of fear. The more control residents have •
over their environment, the safer it can become.

•

Fig. 3.52 Afte r Modifications (Defensible Space, 175)

Case Study #2: Wornington Green Estate
Location:
West London
Architect:
ECO Architects. Energy Consultants

•

Description I Issues
Wornington Green Estates, like many poorly designed apartments and public housing projects, was relatively safe during
the day but a dangerous place to venture at nig ht. 2 1 Two factors
that contributed to this problem was inadequate outdoor lighting
and lack of territoria lity.

•
•
•

Fig. 3.53 Vi ew of lighted atrium (photographer unknown,
Architect s Journal, Sept. 1994, 32)

CasB Study

#2: Wornington GrBBn Estates

DBsign Solution
I. Iconic Definition/Image - a large atrium was created at the
entrance of the complex, strongly contrasting with the shape
and materials of the complex to give it a bold and iconic
identity for the apartments as well as the local area. (refer to
fig. 3.53)

2. Lighting Design- the shell of the atrium is constructed of glass
block to diffuse light across the area immediately surrouding •
the entry to increase natural surveillance and further defining
itself as an architectural focal point. (refer to fig. 3.53)

3. Surveillance- many of the apartment units are connected
directly to circulation in the hollow atrium space. This allows
many units to see any unfamiliar guests on these visuallyexposed paths. (fig. 3.54)

•

•

F ig. 3.54 Interior of atrium (photographer unknown,
Architect :S- Journal, Sept. 1994, 32)

Case Study #2: Wornington Green Estates
refuse
~
hopper balcony

Significance

~

This study illustrates the fact that crime prevention design can
be an innovative blend of security and creativity. Crime prevention tactics do not have to appear institutional to be effective.
Enhancing quality of life is just as important.

•
•
•

Fig. 3.55 Plan of atrium (fig. by ECD Architects Architect :S

Journal, Sept. 1994, 32)

Case Study #3: Somerset Square Apartments
Location:
Lubbock. Texas

Description
The approach to this case study differs from previous ones in
that design modifications have not been made to this facility.
The building has been ana lyzed by the author to determine
potentia l pro blems based on my initia l perceptions of the
complex. Recommendations are then suggested to respond to
these issues.

Fig . 3.56 Aerial view of Somerset Square. (Google Earth)

•

By ana lyzing possible problems in a n existing unmodified
apartment complex, one can ma ke more effective decisions
regarding crimina l perceptions when designing thi s type of
facility in the future,

•

Fig. 3.57 Somerset Square Office. (photo by author)

Case Study #3: Sommerset Square Apartments
Design Issues/Possible Responses
Issues
Ambiguous spatial definition in central courtyard.
Lack of boundary definition in courtyard entries.
Response
Space that is undefined appears unused and uncared for, encour- •
aging criminal acts to take place there. Environmental cues such
as lighting, landscaping, and paving materials should be used to
define areas of activity within the open space. Play areas for
children could be defined with play-ground equipment. Spatial •
definition will increase activity in the courtyard, increasing
amount of desired users and decreasing undesired ones.
Real and symbolic borders should be placed between buildings •
to connect them, reinforcing the transition between public and
semi-publi space.

Fig. 3.59 Access to courtyard. (photo by author)

Case Study #3: Sommerset Square Apartments
Design Issues/Possible Responses

•
•

Issues
Limited surveillance capabilities.
Response
Surveillance can be increased using several tactics. The most
effective would be to use a transparent fence such as iron bars •
on apartment unit outdoor spaces instead of solid would planks,
using planks only to maintain privacy between units. Including
the ground units would increase surveillance by I 00%. [n the
courtyard, bush heights could be lowered to reveal even more •
area.
Additional lighting can also be installed along the sidewalks to •
decrease shadows and further extend lines of sight.
Fig. 3.6 1 Landscaping obstructing line of sight.
(photo by author)

CasB Study #3: Sommerset Square Apartments
DBsign Issues/Possible Response s

•
•

Issues
Apartments lack indiv iduality a nd identity.
Response

Fig . 3.62 Apa1tment complex exterior. (photo by author)

Different materia ls and colors could be applied to the facades,
distinguishing each apartment from its ne ighbors. T his individuality could be enha nced in front of the entryways by using
a variety of paving materia ls.
While this strategy may cost more than the typica l "cookiecutter" desig n of most complexes, g iv ing each unit its ow n
unique appearance w ill enhance the overall image of dense
housing a nd can stimulate fee lings of pride.
Fig. 3.63 Apartm ent entries. (photo by author)
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- Net square footage
- Number of users
- Type of activity
- Type of furniture I equipment
- Unsable I gross square footage

Lobby I Entry
Net Square Feet:

300 s.f.

Number of Users:

5-10

Types of Activity:

accessing complex, lounging,
interaction between residents and visitors

Furniture:

lounge chairs equal to number of users, •
end tables for lamp and reading material

•
•

Fig. 4.1 Typical lobby (www.dioceseofgrandrapids.org)

•

Management Office
Net Square Feet:

200 s.f.

Number of Users:

2

Types of Activity:

equipment rental, interaction with
visitors and residents, mail handling,
surveillance, financial transactions

Furniture:

2 desks with chairs, filing cabinets,
recreational equipment storage basin,
mail storage basin

•
•
•

Fig. 4.2 Typical management office (www.seriousmagic.com)

Mail Room
Net Square Feet:

300 s.f.

Number of Users:

5-10

Types of Activity:

mail reading/receiving

Furniture:

mailbox.es equal to number of apartment
units, one or two benches

•
•
•
Fig. 4.3 Typical mail room (www.parkstrong.com)

Community Room
Net Square Feet:

400 s.f.

Number of Users:

20-30

Types of Activity:

community discussions, small
celebrations

Furniture:

a large table with seating for at least 30
people, television and/or projection
screen, small bathrooms (to be shared
lobby)

•
••
Fig. 4.4 Typ ical conference room (www.virtualvisit.ca)

Public RBstooms
Net Square Feet:

50 s.f. each

Number of Users:

I person per restroom

Equipment:

a toilet, urinal (men's only), sink, hand
dryer, and trash bin.

Fig. 4.5 Typical restroom (www.cem.va.gov)

•
•
•

Apartment Units
Net Square Feet:

Efficiency
I bedroom

500 s.f.
700 s.f.

Number of Users: Efficiency 1
I bedroom 2-3

2 bedroom I I 00 s.f.
3 bedroom 1350 s.f.

2 bedroom
3 bedroom

1-2
3-6

Types of Activity:

living, dining, sleeping, and entertaining

Furniture:

living room: seating (couch and chairs)
coffee table/end tables
television
table with chairs
dining:
bedroom: bed/s, nightstand, dresser
outdoor table/chairs
patio:

Fig. 4.6 ln Detail, 147.

Fig. 4.7 In Detail, 147.

Apartment unit examples

Laundry Room
Net Square Feet:

500 s.f.

Number of Users:

6-12

Types of Activity:

washing/drying clothes, communicating
with other reside nts, waiting

Furniture:

Fig. 4.8 Typical laundry room (www.crk.umn.edu)

washers (one each per 5 apt. units), dyers .
(one per two washers), lounge table with
chairs equal to number of washers/dryers

•
•

Game Room I Social Node
Net Square Feet:

250 s.f.

Number of Users:

5-10

Types of Activity:

card playing, television watching, talking between residents, lounging

Furniture:

game tables with chairs, lounge
furniture, television set

•
•
•
Fig. 4.9 Typical game/social room (www.he{tig-kahn.com)

Custodial Closet/Storage
Net Square Feet:

200 s.f.

Number of Users:

1-2

Types of Activity:

storage

Equipment:

one sink, shelves and cabinets

•
•
•

Fig. 4. 10 Typica l storage room (w ww.sigsound com)

Total Square Feet
Net Square Feet:

6
6
10
6

efficiency
1 bedroom
2 bedroom
3 bedroom

3,000 s.f.
4,200 s.f.
11,000 s.f.
8,100 s.f.

Entrance/Lobby
Management Office
Mail Room
Community Room
Laundry Room
2
Game Rooms
2
Restrooms
custodial/storage
Total:

300 s.f.
200 s.f.
300 s.f.
400 s.f.
500 s.f.
500 s.f.
100 s.f.
200 s.f.
28,800 s.f.

Usable Square Feet:

net s.f. x 1.3

37,440 s.f.

Gross Square Feet:

usable s.f. x 1.2

44,928 s.f.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

- Overview I issues I goals and objectives
- Historical I cultural analysis
- Demographics
- Climate
- Site analysis
- Architectural precedents

Overview

'"'"
I

f

The success of any design largely depends on how well the
design responds to the site and surrounding context. Climate,
site conditions, and visual and auditory perceptions must be
considered to produce an env ironmenta lly harmonious design.

It is particularly important to understand contextual issues like
demographics when designing to prevent crime to apply more
accurate and effective design solutions. The site chosen for this
project is located in Lubbock, Texas, specifica lly in the eastern
region. This area was selected due to the higher amounts of
crime typically reported in certain areas there(compared to the
national average). The area also consists of lower-income residents, which may have an effect on quality of life. It is assumed
that a design addressing crime prevention will produce more
substantial results if placed in an area with these credential s.
The site is located in a unique enviro nment? situated between
single fami ly residences, small commercial and industrial
businesses, a n ele me ntary schoo l, and an interstate highway.
(fig. 5.2)
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Fig. 5.1 Map of site location (maps.google.com)

Fig. 5.2 Aerial photo of site location (Google Earth)

lssu8s
+ History
+ Social Characteristics
+ Quality of life
+ Climate
+ Site conditions
+ Desirability of area (amount of community resources vs.
community deterrents)

•
•
•
•
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Goals I Objectives
Goal #1: Integrate design into surrounding built context.

- Use materia ls and architectura l styles similar to surrounding
context (fi g. 5.3)

•
•
•

Fig. 5.3 Using similar architectural styles and proportions
can blend new design w ith the surround ing area. (fig. by
autho r)
Medium traffic

- Use sca le and proportio n simila r to adjacent build ings (fig. 5.3).
- Design access to site based on existing traffic patte rns (fig. 5.4)
- Establish stro ng connection between facility resources and
neighbors I neighboring resources and facility

Fig. 5.4 The main entrance to the site should be clearly located along the most prominent road to reduce unwanted
traffic along side streets and res ident parki ng. (fig.
by author

• _J
Goals I ObjBctivBs
Goal #2: Enhance desirability and quality of area .

- Increase activity levels on the project site to stimulate neig hborhood activity (fig. 5.5)
- Use barriers to block undesirable views and noises (fig. 5.6)

•J
•
•
•
•

L

Fig. 5.5 Increasing activity levels within the site may attract
neighbors or even stimiulate activity in other areas, strengthening community interaction. (fig. by author)

site
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Fig. 5.6 Barriers, such as landscaping, can block undesirable
views and noises, w ithout the site appearing fortified. (fig.
by author)

Goals I Design Objectives
Goal #3: Establish iconic presence to create neighborhood
identity.

- Use artchitectural e lements, such as lighting and landscaping,
to highlight focal points (fig. 5.7)
- Use barriers define and distinguish the neighborhood from
surrounding areas (fig. 5.8)

Fig. 5.7 Lighti ng and landscapi ng can distinguish an e lement
from its surroundings, giving it a unique identity wh ile sti ll
blending wi th its context. (fig. by author)

•
•
•
•

[D§
Fig. 5.8 Us ing barriers can not on ly characterize a structure;
it can delineate neig hborhoods as well. (fig. by autho r)

Goals I DBsign ObjBctivBs
Goal #4: Design the facility to adequately respond to site
conditions.

- Orient fac ility and design elements to take advantage of
desirab le light w ithout gain ing excess heat (fig. 5.9)
- Use natural and artific ial barriers to block w ind; Lubbock
winds are predomi.nately westerly (fig. 5.J 0)
- Utilize existing site structures (billboard advertisements) to
benefit fac ility

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fig. 5.9 For Lubbock's location, desiable light can be
obtained by facing most w indows north and using screening
devices on the south. (fig. by author)

Fig. 5. I 0 Us ing barriers can block the majority of w ind that
crosses the site. (fig. by author)

Historical/Cultural Context

•
•

Lubbock, Texas was founded in 1890 by a group of farmers and
ranchers that wi shed to combine the near by settlements of what
is now called Old Lubbock and Monterey.' The city 's growth wa.
based on agriculture, primarily cotton and sorghum culture.

Fig. 5.11 Downtown Lubbock (en.wikipedia.org)

Texas Technical Col lege was established in 1923, bringing even •
more economic prosperity to the region. (fig. 5.12) Renamed in
1969, Texas Tech University boasts 25,000 students and is an
important icon of Lubbock. There are several other colleges in
the city as well, including Lubbock Christian University,
Wayland Baptist University, and South Plains College.

In addition to Texas Tech, other cultural aspects of Lubbock
include the National Ranching Heritage Center (a museum of
ranching history), Lubbock Lake Landmark (an archeological site that dates back to 12,000 years ago) and the American
Wind Power and Windmill Museum which houses over 100
historic windmi lls. The town is also the birthplace of rock
legend Buddy Holly (fig. 5.1 3) and country music star Natalie
Maines.

Fig. 5.1 2 Texas Tech
Adm inistration building
(www.ttu. edu)

Fig. 5.1 3 Statue of
Buddy Holly
(en. wikipedia. 0tg)

Oamographics (zip

78411)*
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Fig. 5.14 Population broken down by age group.

Total: 8, 246
Total Households: 3,256
Median Age: 27.6
Population Density (pp! I mile): 4,763
Household Size (pp!): 2.52
Households w/ Child°ren: 38%

*all information and charts obtained from www.onboardnavigat01: com
unless otherwise noted.

•
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Vacant

•

Rented

•

Owned

Fig. 5.15 Percent of res idential dwellings .

Demographics (zip 79411)*
Education
The educatio n c limate index is an estimate of the qua lity of
schoo ls in the area based on socia l and economic factors of the
surrounding population.
The area in w hic h the site is located appears to be of lower
quality. However, thi s measure may not be completely accurate
being that the number is based on the entire p oulation of the area,
•
not the poulation of the ind iv idual schoo l.

* all information and charts obtained from www.onboardnavigator. com
unless otherwise noted.

•
•

I = Low 5 - H igh
Fig. 5.16 Educational Climate Index

No HS

20.8%

Some HS

17.9%

HS Grad

20.2%

Some Col lege

18.0%

•

Assoc. Deg.

3.7%

•

Bach. Deg.

12.8%

•

Grad Deg.

6.7%

Fig. 5. 17 Highest Education Level Attained

80%

Demographics (zip

78411)*

70%
60%

• White Collar
• BlueCollar

50%

Employment and Finance

40%
30%

Median Income: $24,718

20%
10%

Fig. 5. 18 Workforce
(number of workers)

0%

According to the United States Department of Health and Human
Services, poverty level based on the average number of people
per household in this area (2.5) would be $14,080, which mean s
30% of the area is below poverty level.

<lOK
10K·15K
15K·20K
20K·25K

200K· 250K
250K·500K
>500K
0

*all information and charts obtai ned from www.onboardnavigator. com
unless otherwise noted.
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Fig. 5.19 Income by Dollar Range
(number of households)
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DBmographics (zip 78411)*
Crime
Because crime is the foundation of the theory and fac ility
analysis, it is essentia l to look at the specific crime rate in the
intended area of design.

•
•I
•

156

Total

I r-1
Personal Murder

·
Rape

Robbery

It is evident that the total crime rate in this part of Lubbock is
well above the national average (56% higher), particularly in the
catagories of assuault, property, burglary, and larceny.
Any new structure erected in this a rea would have to consider
crime prevention strategies as a major component of their
design.
Assualt Property Burg lary Larceny

MV
Theft

National
Average
Fig. 5.20 Average Crime
*all information and charts obtained from www.onboardnavigato1:com
unless otherwise noted.

Sunshine

Climate
Fig. 5.23
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Lubbock weather is dry and sunny most days of the year, although winter
can bring several inches of ice and snow. Spring can produce dust storms
with wind gusts reaching 60 and 70 mph. (photos by author)
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*all climate charts obtained fro m www.city-data.com
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Fig. 5.27 Predominate winds in Lubbock blow from the south and southwest •
in the summer and north and northwest in the winter. (Google Earth, fig. by
author)
*all climate cha1ts obtained from www.city-dala.com
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Site Analysis
Drainage
This site, as w ith m uch of the surro unding a rea, has a very
•
shallow slope, drai ning from the southeast to the northwest. The
range in e levation across the site is approximately 2 I /2 feet.

•
•
•
•

Site Analysis

•
-

Traffic Flow

Heavy

-

Medium

Light

The heaviest traffic is on Interstate 27. (fig. 5.32) Avenue L has
a medium amount of traffic, with about ten cars passing per
minute. All other streets have the least amount of traffic; about
one car every ten minutes.
Studying traffic flow helps to determine vehicular access onto
the site.

•
•

Fig. 5.32 Map of traffic flow (Google Earth, fig. by author)

Site Analysis
Noise Levels

•
•

There are three primary sources of noise noticeable from the site .
(Fig. 5.33) The loudest and most consistent noise comes from
the interstate highway approximately 200 feet away due to the
heavy amounts of traffic. The second loudest source of noise is •
the schoo l located directly no rthwest of the site. This noise level
varies significantly throughout the day depending upon which
times school children are outside. The third source is caused by
a mechanic's shop across the street to the south. However, the
benefits of having a mechanic 's shop nearby may outweigh the
unpleasantness of the noise.

•
•

Fig. 5.33 Map of noise levels (Google Earth, fig. by author)

SitB Analysis
ViBws of Site

•
Fig. 5.35 View of site looking southeast (photo by author)
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Fig. 5.34 Site views (maps.google.com, fig. by author)
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Fig. 5.36 View of site looking west (photo by author)

Site Analysis
Views of Surrounding Context
Fig. 5.38 View of northern context (photo by author)

5.37 Context views (maps.google.com, fig . by author)

•
•
•

Fig. 5.39 View of southern context (photo by author)

Site Analysis

•
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Fig. 5.41 View of eastern context (photo by author)
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Fig. 5.42 View of western context (photo by author)

Fig. 5.40 Context views (maps.google.com, fig. by author)

SitB Analysis
VBgBtation

Fig. 5.44 (photo by author)
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Site Analysis
Existing Structures
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Fig. 5.46 Map of existing structures (maps.google.com, fig. by author)

Fig. 5.47 View of billboards (photo by author)

Case Study #I: Library of Alexandira
Location:
Alexandria. Egypt
Architect:
Snohetta (Norway)
Date:
October 2002
Description I Issues

•

The Library of Alexandria, described as a "center for learning,
dialogue, and understanding," 2 is considered an icon of the city •
and receives an average of 800,000 visitors a year. (Fig. 5.48) It
houses six specialized libraries, an internet center, three
museums, a pla.netarium, art gaUeries, a conference center, and •
seven research institutes.3
Alexandria is located in Egypt, an area that is rich with thousands
of years of culture. Egyptians are very proud of there heritage, at.
on time being one of the greatest civilizations in the world. The
city was also home to the original Library of Alexandria. In its
time it was the focal point of world knowledge.
Egypt is also infamously known for its hot and dry climate, with .
normal summer temperatures reaching well above I 00 degrees.

Fig. 5.48 Library of Alexandria (photo by James Willis,
Architecture, Oct. 200 I, I00)

CasB Study #I: Library of AIBxandira
DBsign RBsponsB

•
•
•
•
•

The architects used a variety of elements to integrate the library •
within the cultural context A lexandra and Egypt. Its monumental design symbolically refers to the city's mythic past, particularly the original library. 4
Architectural elements w ithin the building connect it with the
Islamic and Egyptian culture of the area. The main reading room
is shaped by a forest of columns, similar to a hypostyle hall in an.
ancient Egyptian temple or an Islamic mosque. 5 (Fig. 5.48) The
tops of these concrete columns resemble lotus-bud columns of
"pharaonic times." 6
The large roof structure covers a multitude of functions,
resembling a local Egyptian market. 7 T he skylights are symbolic
of clerestories in Egyptian temples.

Fig. 5.49 Hypostyle columns in reading room (photo by
Christian Richters, Architecture, Oct. 200 l )

Case Study #I: Library of Alexandira
Design Response
The building responds to the environme ntal context as well.
For example, 50% of the library is constructed of locally produced materials. 8 (Fig. 5.50)
The building addresses the intense climate issues through
orientation and positioning. The c\erestory w indows in the roof
face north to max imize lig ht without creating excess heat. (Fig.
5.5 1) A stone-clad wall on the south side shields the interior
from direct sunlight. Lastly, a large portion of the building was
placed underground, utilizing the earth to keep internal temperatures relatively constant and cool during the hot summers .

Fig. 5.50 Exterior wall (photo by Christian Richters,
Architecture, Oct. 200 I, 116)

•
•
•
•

Fig. 5.51 Skylights in reading room (photo by Christian
Richters, Architecture, Oct. 200 I, 115)

Case Study #2: Maine Maritime Museum
Location:
Bath. Maine
Architect:
Winton Scott
Date:
1888
Description I Issues

•

The museum "was founded in I 964 by a group of amature
historians to focus on the state's nautical history in general and •
ship building in particular." 9 The initial location of the museum
was small downtown store, but over the years the museum's
col lection became to large to be conatined within the store. A •
new facility had to be constructed, giving the architect an
opportunity to design a structure that reflected the contents
of the museum as well as the past and present characteristics of
the town. (Fig. 5.52)

•

The site for the museum is located on the banks of the Kennebec
River, near a present day shipyard.

•

Fig. 5.52 Museun entrance (Brian Vanden Brink Photos,
Architectural Record, June 1990, 72)

Case Study #2: Maine Maritime Museum
Design Response
The exterior desig n is symbolic of the town's industrial past.
The sha pe of the complex was inspired by the Hyde Windlass
Foundry of 1890 (a facto ry that manufactured metal ship parts),
a major contributor to the towns shipbuilding history. 10

•
•
•

Fig. 5.53 Exterior resembles olffoundry (Brian Vanden
Brink Photos, Architectural Record, June 1990, 73)

S,imilar to the foundry, the gallery spaces are lo ng and narrow
with clerestory windows in the gabled roofs. (Fig. 5.53) Not
only does this shape reflect the image of the foundry, but it also •
breaks up the large gallery space into a series of smaller ones,
which are mo re compatible w ith the small wood structures that
share the site. Jn addition, the long narrow design allow for the
clerestories to distribute natural light evenly across the exhibits . •
(Fig. 5.54)

•

Fig. 5.54 Interior ga llery space (Brian Vanden Brink Photos,
Architectural Record, June 1990, 74)

CasB Study #2: MainB MaritimB MusBum

•

DBsign RBsponsB
The Maine Maritime Museum integrates its immediate.s urro und
ings to further esta bli sh its symbolic nature. The window at the
end of the ma in corrido r directly faces the museum 's largest and
most prized exhibit, the 142-foot Gra nd Ba nks schooner which
was placed on the river's bank. 11 (Fig. 5.56) The north facing
window s of each gallery space v iew mo re outdoor exh ibits and,
in the distance, the Bath Tron Works; "a large modern shipyard
that produces guided-missile frigates." 12 (F ig. 5.55)

•

View of schoo ner

Fig. 5.55 M useum floor plan (Brian Vanden Brink Photos,
Architectural Record, June 1990, 74; fig. by author)

Orienting the building to take advantage of these v iews blend
the towns nautical past with its productive present, making the
museum design unique to its environment.

•

Fig. 5.56 Main corridor (B rian Vanden Brink Photos,
Architectural Record, June 1990, 74)

Case Study #3: Tiantai Museum
Location:
Tiantai. Zhejiang Province. China
Arch itect:
Lu Wang
Date:
2003
Description I Issues

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Zhej iang Province is located 285 miles south of Shanghai.
Since the 6th century AD , Tia ntai and the surro unding area
•
13
has been a foca l point of Taoism and Confuc ia nism in China
and is rich in cultural history.
The museum is a 55,000 square foor space that includes a reas
for exhibi tion, research, education, and liesure. 14 (F ig. 5 .57) It
houses artifacts that illustrate Tianta i's long and significant past.
(Fig. 5.58)

Fig. 5.57 (photo by Hongqui Gao, Yichum Li u, and Nu
Peng, Archileclural Record, March 2004, I 06)

Fig. 5.58 Interior of museum (photo by Gao, Liu, and Peng,
Architectural Record, March 2004, I 07)

Case Study #3: Tiantai Museum
Design Response

•
•

Architect Lu Wang knew it was important to design a structure •
that reflected the areas strong cultural history while embracing
contemporary architecture in a global society. Therefore,
he used "traditional building technologies and forms - such as •
post-and-beam framing, courtyards (Fig. 5.60), and covered
walkways" 15 (Fig. 5.59) to create a contemporary structure that
accomodated the needs of a modern day museum.

Jiillf

Fig. 5.59 Covered walkway (photo by Gao, Liu, and Peng,
Architectural Record, March 2004, I 06)

Fig. 5.60 Interior courtyard (photo by Gao, Liu, and Peng,
Architectural Record, March 2004, I 07)

Case Study #3: Tiantai Museum
Design Re sp onse
In addition to hi storical and cultural integration, the museum
is sensitive to the immediate physical context of the site itse lf.
Wang uses thick stone wall s to "defi ne the perimeter of the site
and echo the scale and massing of the nearby Buddhist
temples" 16 without overpowering their presence. (Fig. 5.62)

.

Fig. 5.6 1 (photo by Gao, Liu, and Peng, Architectural
Record, March 2004, I 06)

•
•
•

Fig. 5.62 T he museum walls are compatable with the
Buddhist temples in the background. (photo by Gao, Liu,
and Peng, Architectural Record, March 2004, I07)
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Final Prss1mtation Board
Thesis Statement:
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An environment can be altered through
natural methods to reduce criminal opportunity and fear of crime while preserving
quality of life within a community.
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Solution:
The final design solution is based on
concepts derived from various crime prevention theories as well as contextual
factors from the surrounding site.
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ConcBpt Diagrams
Diagram I shows the first of these concepts; boundary
definition. Subtle boundaries, such as landscaping, various
ground covers, and elevation changes are used to delineate
public and private spaces without diminishing the quality of
the environment, as is the case with target-hardening devices
(locks, bars, cameras, etc.). These natural boundaries are used
throughout the complex to define specific areas.

•
•

Diagram I

•

The apartment complexes themselves use a series of boundaries
to control access to the individual apartment units (diagram 2).
Residents and visitors must pass through raised courtyards,
communal spaces, and semi-private corridors before reaching
the units. Jn addition, each corridor is shared by no more than
four units, al lowing for stronger relationships between residents,
and, therefore, a greater sense of safety. Each unit is separate
with open space in between to increase the sense of territoriality
for one's residence.

. . . 1~ull\nw
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'

Diagram 2

Concept Diagrams

~

Diagram 3 illustrates the importance of lighting in crime prevention design. Studies have shown that centrally-lit corridors
can create the perception of narrow, confined space causing
•
residents to feel insecure and avoid eye contact. Illuminating
the corridor with natural light from the sides creates the percep•
tion of open space allowing for increased eye contact, and,
therefore, easier recognition of unfamiliar faces .
The use of barriers to block noise and sight is demonstrated in
diagram 4. Landscaping can be used as auditory and visual
boundaries between the outdoor spaces used by various age
levels. This can reduce conflict between teens, pre-teens, and
the elderly whi le simultaneously enhancing the environment.
High walls could produce the same audio and visual effect but
will harden the appearance of the environment and limit
visibility.

Diagram 3

!Joma

•

•

•

)))))
Diagram 4
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ConcBpt Diagrams

•
•

Another type of barrier can be used to separate traffic (diagram
5). Low walls (approximately I Yi -2 ft) can separate vehicles
and pedestrians while maintaining a high level of visibility. The •
low walls can be used as seating areas as well. Illuminating the
areas surrounding these barriers can increase visibility at night.
Diagram 6 illustrates the placement of parking to enhance
•
vehicular surveillance and security. Rather than placing parking
lots along the site perimeter, lots are located within the site for
increased surveillance. Boundaries at the parking entries (earth
mounds, landscaping, and brick pavers) further define the
parking area and establish a sense of access limited only to _the
intended users.
The trash bins are located away from the site borders and near
high activity areas (parking lots and walkways) to increase
survei Ilance.

•
•

Diagram 5
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Sidewalk

Diagram 6
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Site Organization
In addition to the previous concepts, the site design and building layout is also governed by a site grid derived from the
surrounding buildings. Lines are drawn from approximate
building centers, building edges and open spaces and are extended across the site, creating a grid that establishes an order
that corresponds with the sounding area.
Using the site grid, along with traffic pattern and sun angle data,
basic apartment masses are placed on the site, then broken down
into individual apartment units.
Aerial view of site with grid overl ay.

•

Sit8 Organization
The original layout was revised because the administration
building was centrally located, creating an ambiguous entry for
visitors and prospective residents. In addition, many of the
apartment units faced west, which can be costly in terms of
energy efficiency. Lastly, the original building layout limited
some parking areas to the perimeter, which conflicts with an
important design concept.

•
•
•
•

Original basic layout

1'
Original unit layout

Site Organization
The rev ised layout has no apartment units facing west. The
administrati on building is located near the most prominent
street to emphasize the entrance for newcomers. And finally,
the buildings are positioned to where parking can be placed
further within the site.

•
•
•
•
•

Revised basic layout

I I

Revised unit layout (final solution)
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SitB Plan

Outdoor spaces are placed accord ing to age level. Toddler areas are centrally located to obtain
the most frequent surveillance. This area also requires the greatest amount of natural barriers
to be crossed to reach the space from any direction. Teen and pre-teen areas are positioned
further from the site's center, with teen areas on the site borders, to give them a greater sense
of independence. Picnic and outdoor sitting areas are placed throughout the site to increase
outdoor activity and survei llance.
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Floor Plans (Administration)
The administration office has direct lines
of site to the lobby, mai I area, and parking
lot to enhance security. The raised ceiling
in the lobby increases the perception of
open space to increase eye contact, while
the lowered ceiling in the office and mailroom create intimate spaces for more
private functions. The laundry area has
windows that open to the south so that the
parking lot can be surveyed from the
lounge area.
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I

I
First Floor

I

Clerestory

I
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Floor Plans (Building I)
Social Area

There are three basic apartment complex
layouts with each having a different
arrangement of units to establish
unique ness.

Second Floor
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Floor Plans (Building 2)

Social Aron

First Floor
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Second Floor

Floor Plans (Building 3)

S econd Floor

Elevations

North Elevation -....

South Elevation - -

Elevations

East Elevation

West Elevation

--

Apartment Structure
The basic structure of each building is
similar. Wooden joists and rafters are
supported by load bearing masonry walls
on a slab on grade foundation. Brick, splitfaced emu block, and steel veneers are
used because they are extremely durable
and low maintenance. They will last for
decades, avoiding the look of degradation
seen in nearby areas.
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Axonometric drawing of typical apartment unit.
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Typical Balcony Ledge

Typical Parapet
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HVAC SystBm
Each apartment unit has its own HVAC
system. The compressor is located on
the roof to reduce unwanted no ise.

Perspectives (Courtyards)

Central Courtyard

Building I (South Courtyard)

Perspectives (East Parking Lot)

At ni ght. the social area of each apartment complex is illuminated to emphas ize the com plex entrance and to establish an
iconic presence to guide visitors and eliminate ambiguity.

Perspectives (Administration Interior)

Physical Model

Physical Model

•
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- Personal Space IT erritory
- Additional History

The following pages are an exerpt from the author's tl1eory
paper on architecture and crime.

Introduction
Crime has been a topic of focus throughout history. From the
caves of prehi story to fortressed cities of medieval Europe to
gated communities of America, people have lived in fear of an
enemy, whether it be an invading army or a criminal on the
streets. As long as crime has existed, humankind has been
apply ing various methods to fi ght it, inc luding target-ha rdening
and offender puni shment. Today, however, new theories are suggesting ways to combat crime at the setting, by manipulating the
env ironment. E nvironmental design strategies focus on decreasing criminal opportunity, thereby, preventing the crime from
ever happening. In doing so, protectio n will be increased. This
concept has been shaped by historical examples and a general
understanding of enviro nmental psycho logy, specifically
persona l space a nd territory.

Personal Space and Territory
Designing to prevent crime involves more than just physical
aspects. The understanding of human behavior and perception
of space plays a large role in crime prevention. A designer
attempting to reduce criminal opportunity must first be familiar
with how humans interact with the environment as well as other
people. Two regulatory mechanisms pe1taining to space are
important in thi s regard. They are territoriality and personal
space.

•
•

Personal Space
Personal space is defined as "a portable, invisible boundary
surrounding us, into which others may not trespass. Jt regulates
how closely we interact with others, moves with us, and expands
and contracts according to the situation in which we find
ourselves."' Many people refer to personal space as a "bubble"
to better visua lize the concept. However, this analogy can also
limit one's perspective as to the functions of personal space.
Personal space can be both protective, "serving as a buffer
against emotional and physical threats," and communicative,

Personal Space and Territory

•
•

meaning " the distance we maintain from others determines
which communications channel s" w ill be most prominent in
interaction. The personal bubble analogy may persuade one to •
think on ly of the protective aspect of personal space. In addition,
the term space may "suggest that researchers are only concerned
with distance." 2 However, bodily orientation and eye contact
•
must al so be considered when researching personal space. For
example, it can easily be determined that in figure 1 the top
picture conveys a negative tone between the two persons. This is
not only due to increased distance . Their bodies are also oriented.
away from each other. Jn addition, the man is breaking eye
contact, further establishing the negative interaction between the
pair. In the bottom picture, positive emotions are communicated
by inward body orientation and increased eye contact.
•
Many architectural features can affect personal space.
Environmental Psychology cited a study that claimed " males had
more need for personal space when ceiling height was low than
when it was high." Another study claimed that " installing
partitions in a room can reduce feelings of special invasion." 3

Fig. 7.1 Body orientation and eye contact are two ways that
personal space communicate tone. (Environmental
Psychology, 259)

PBrsonal SpacB and TBrritory
Designing with personal space in mind may provide beneficial
crime prevention tactics. For example, the lighting of corridors is
a design issue that may decrease criminal opportunity. According to Timothy Crowe:
" ... it has been noticed that people will walk near the middle of
centrally lighted corridors .... The closer they are to people the
more likely they are to exhibit avojdance behaviors, out of
politeness and discomfort.. .. When a light source is oriented
toward the walls in hallways ... people will walk, or stand, closer .
to the wall. They are more likely to establish eye contact
because of the increased distance." (Crowe 2000)

•

PBrsonal Spac8 and TBrritory
Using the design tactic of light orientation, an architect can
influence human behavior in dense urban housing corridors.
Positioning light to e ncourage interaction allows neighboring
residents on a floor to recognize familiar faces, and, more
importantly, recognize unfamiliar ones. This recognition among
neighbors is a type of natural surveillance and is one of the three .
main strategies of defensible space, a crime prevention theory
that will be discussed in greater detail throughout subsequent
sections. A criminal can perceive increased natural surveillance
in an environment as having too much risk, decreasing the
•.
probability s/he will commit a crime. Manipulation of personal
space through lighting design is just one way natural surveillance
can be increased. In addition to personal space, considering .
territory and its establishment can also aid in reducing oppor- •
tunity through design.

Personal Space and Territory

•

Territory
While personal space regulates how we will interact, territo ry
regulates who wi ll interact. . Jn addition, territories are
"relatively stationary areas" 4 instead of being portable like
personal space. Along with territory comes the concept of
territoriality. This can be defined as "a set of behaviors and
cognitions a person or group exhibits, based on perceived ownership of a physical space."5
According to Baum et al., there are three types of territories
•
used by humans; primary territory, secondary territory, and
public territory. Primary territory is permanently owned by a
person or group of people, such as a ho me or office. This
•
territory is usually an expression of personal identity. Secondary
territory, on the other hand, is not necessarily owned, but is
utilized " by a number of qualified users,"6 or users that know
they belong there in a given period of time.

PBrsonal SpacB and TBrritory
An example of thi s type could be a classroom. Students do not
own the classroom, but students realize they belong in certain
classrooms while not in others. The last type is public territory.
Public territory is not owned, so very little control is asserted.
An area of beach or a park would be very difficult to claim as
one's own because it is perceived to be used by all. The type of
activity in which person engages determines the type of territory
needed. 6 For example, privacy and intimate activity requires
primary territory, while exercise and recreation can be conducted
in public territory.

•

The more ownership and control one has over a particular
territory, the more one is likely to negatively respond if it is
vio lated. Tf a group of men are playing basketball in a park and
another person enters the park to exercise, little reaction will
occur because the men perceive the space as public, and therefore
it can be used by anyone. However, if an intruder were to violate
one 's primary territory, such as a home, the intruder will be met
with surprised reactions like fear or aggression because very few
people are allowed in the space without the owner's permission.

Personal Space and Territory
Humans have the need to estab lish hierarchies of territories,
"ranging from private to semi-private to semi-public to public," 7
in order to separate their primary territory from public space.
Thi s hierarchical definition is created through the delineation of
boundaries, some of which are physical and others which are
symbo lic. Ambiguous boundary definition is one of the main
factors contributing to criminal opportun ity. If private territory
is not well establi shed, a criminal could perceive thi s as a sign
that the territory is not owned or strongly contro lled . This belief
can g ive the criminal a greater sense of oppo rtunity because risk
appears to be low. One of the main goals of crime prevention
theories, as will be discussed ·in subsequent passage, is to decrease opportunity by applying strategies that clearly delineate
territory.

•

Precedents: Learning From the Past

•
•

Tn order to better understand modern environmental defensive
strategies for reducing crime opportunities and establishing
•
territorial control, one must first be aware of the methods and
techniques used throughout history that have been influenced by
defensive behavior. The evolutio n of defensive structures illustrates how humans have had to constantly redesign the environment to protect themselves. These examples, taken from Richard.
Schneider and Ted Kitchen's Planning for Crime Prevention, are
not intended to give a complete summary of defensive design
strategies. Rather, they are provided to give a better understating
of views concerning defense and how they have evolved to the
present day.8

Preced1mts: Learning From the Past
Prehistory

•
•

By looking at archeological examples , it can be seen that def- •
ensive and territorial design was considered even in prehistoric
times. Evidence suggests that homo erectus migrated from Africa
to parts of Europe and Asia approximate ly 1.8 million years ago. •9
The dramatic climate changes triggered by ice ages forced
humans to seek shelter, " not only from the weather but from
human and animal preclators" 9 as well. Undoubtedly, a major
factor in determining the selection of a site was defense
capability. Once inhabiting the space, the next step was to
personalize it and establish territoriality. " Cave dwellers cleared
areas in front of their caves. They stacked rocks along the
periphery of the area that they claimed. They painted entrances
and the interiors to reflect ballads or stories about their past." 10
(fig. 7.2) Any passer-by or intruder cou ld see that territory had
been personalized, which conveyed ownership. If a territory
looked cared for, there was a good chance it would be defended
as well.

Fig. 7.2 paintings were an exampl e of personalization in
prehistory. (www.artlex.com)

Precedents: Learning From the Past
This holds true in contemporary times. Tf a potential criminal
perceives that a territory is well established, he may believe that
the risks of committing the crime are too great because the
•
owner will strongly defend it.

Prehistory to the 20th century

•

As nomads began to group together and form communities of
agriculture, a new form of defense had to be created; walls. One
of the first settlements to use this strategy was Jericho around •
7000 B.C. 11 Agriculture allowed Jericho to produce an abundance of food, attracting envious neighbors. The city offered
criminals easy access to great rewards. Jericho's fortification
•
usi ng walls and towers (fig. 7.3) "was an early example of
target-hardening in an effort to deter predators of war," in which
war was just "a highly planned and co-operative form of theft." 12
Although Jericho's defense was sufficient at its time, constantly
adapting armies and increasing developments in technology
•
caused fortification strategies to continually evolve to maintain
adequate protection.

Fig. 7.3 The tower of Jericho illustrates an example of target
hardening. (Planning for Crime Prevention, 68)

Precedents: Learning From the Past

•
•

A more advanced type of fortification used in England was motte
and bailey construction. (fig. 7.4) A lord's dwelling, usually
made of timber, was located on a motte, or mound of earth. Th is .
elevated position "provided defenders clear lines of site . . .
[nat~ral surveillance] ... and ensured ~hat attackers had to st:uggle
uphill to the·stronghold." 13 Surroundmg the motte was the mner •
bailey "consisting of open ground often enclosed by a timber
palisade." 13 This in turn was surrounded by a ditch and yet
another ba iley. The goal of this design was not only to provide
"several layers of defensive protection," but also to "provide
clear definitions between area so that 'legitimate users' of these
areas could be distinguished from ' illegitimate ' ones," 14 which
is an early example of territorial definition, another key strategy
of crime prevention design.
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Fig. 7.4 Motte and bailey construction was a more advanced
type of target-hardenin .g (Planning for Crime Prevention, 75)

Precedents: Learning From the Past
As ballistics improved, more impenetrable fortifications had to
be developed. Walls had to be built of masonry and protected by
watch towers. Ditches around castles were filled with water
(moats). Narrow openings were created in curtain walls so that
shooters could be protected whi le they fire. The intention of these
fortifications was to make the fortress so costly to surmount that
the enemy would be discouraged because the risk would be
greater than the rewards gained.
Many towns ' populations grew larger than their walls could
contain. Therefore, the towns sprawled outside of the defended
territory, which resulted in the construction of a larger concentric
wall (fig. 7.5). Target-hardening became very costly because
cities had o constantly build new walls to accommodate the
growing population. "A striking example of this is Paris, with
five concentric wal l rings built between 360 AD and I 845." 15
Final ly, in the 20th century, the effectiveness of walls was
completely eliminated due to another increase in technology; the
airplane.

Fig. 7.5 Target-hardening became very costly as new walls
has to be built to protect the growing population. (Planning
for Crime Prevention, 80)

Precedents: Learning From the Past
Throughout the centuries, defense has evolved to respond to the
"ever adaptive predators" 16 of humankind. Cities built walls
taller, thicker, and harder in order to provide better protection
for its people. While some cultures developed early forms of
natural surveillance and territorial reinforcement, targetharde ning was the strategy that received the most attention.
Unfortunately, target-hardening only prevented attack temporarily. By developing better technology, the enemy always
overcame any fortification efforts. This is one of the main
reasons why recent crime prevention design theories have
been developed; to focus on preventing opportunity rather than
providing protection. Reduced opportunity wi ll ultimately result
in increased safety.
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